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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 

By Diana Akerman 

Change.  As a verb it is defined as to make or be-

come different.  As a noun, it is defined as the act 

or instance of making or becoming different.   

All of us are subjected to change.  Whether it is a 

change in our clothes, our hairstyle, our friends, 

the food we eat or where we work.  Some changes we can control, others 

we can’t. 

With change comes choices, and our choices make us who we are. 

At the Chapter Leadership Institute in Fort Worth, earlier this month, I 

learned more than I have at any CLI that I have attended.  I am not sure 

why, but I think I was more open to items that were proposed and the 

changes that were suggested.   

Also, the speakers this year were from the Association.  They only brought 

in a few outside people, who, by the way, were very good. 

Rebecca Adams, Suzy Klepac and I learned characteristics that make a 

good leader.  We heard about member recruitment and engagement.  Nu-

merous sections were about Business Partners and we brought back with 

us new ideas for our Expo.  There were discussions about social media, the 

Millennials and the Baby Boomers. Suzy was sought out by Gary Swisher, 

CLM (who will be next year’s International President) to come up with a 

plan to make the ALA more attractive to the younger generation, and ways 

that the ALA can connect the seasoned members with members who are 

just starting out on their career path. 

The sessions were so good that we decided for the August general meeting 

that the three of us would share with you what we learned to make our 

OKC ALA a better organization. 

Change.  Whether it is used as a verb or a noun, we all hope the outcome 

will be positive.  Please join us on August 18, 2016 at 11:30 a.m. at the Pe-

troleum Club to help make this change in our Educational Sessions a posi-

tive one.  We look forward to seeing you there. 

Editorial Policy:   The Connection is pub-

lished by the Oklahoma City Chapter of 

the Association of Legal Administrators 

(“OKC ALA”.)  Opinions expressed in 

articles contained herein are strictly 

those of the contributors and do not 

necessarily reflect the opinions of OKC 

ALA or its members.  Preprinting of any 

portion of this newsletter by any means 

including photocopying, electronic or 

mechanical is prohibited without 

written permission from the author and 

the Newsletter Editor: Suzy Klepac, 
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AUGUST 

 August 4—ALA Webinar—Creating High-Performance Practice Groups 

 August 4– 5:30—7:00 p.m.—OKC ALA Business Partner Appreciation 
Event 

 Place: Abuelo’s in Bricktown, OKC 

 August 4-6—Large Firm Principal Administrators Retreat; Silverado 
Resort and Spa, Napa, CA 

 August 11—OKC ALA Board Meeting at Abowitz Timerlake & Dahnke, 
105 N. Hudson, 4th Floor 

 August 17—ALA Webinar—Client Intelligence is the New Competitive 
Intelligence 

 August 18—OKC Monthly Luncheon; 11:30 a.m.—Petroleum Club 
 Panel: Diana Akerman, Rebecca Adams, Suzy Klepac 
 Topic: Chapter Leadership Institute 

 August 24-26—Law Firm Management Essentials; Hyatt Chicago Mag-
nificent Mile, Chicago, IL 

 
SEPTEMBER 

 September 1—ALA Webinar—Developing Leaders in Your Law Firm 

 September 5—Labor Day, ALA Headquarters Closed 

 September 6—ALA Webinar—USPTO New Patent Center Tool 

 September 8-10—Regional Legal Management Conference—East 
 Place: Westin Boston Waterfront—Boston, MA 

 September 15—OKC ALA Board Meeting; Location TBA 

 September 15-16—Intellectual Property Conference 
 Place: Capital Hilton—Washington, D.C. 

 September 15-16—Corporate Law Department Symposium 
 Place: Capital Hilton—Washington, D.C. 

 September 21—ALA Webinar—Punctuation Matters 

 September 22—OKC ALA Monthly Luncheon 
 
Save the Date... 

 October 27-29—Regional Legal Management Conference—Central; 
Indianapolis, IN 

2016-2017 Board 

President 

Diana Akerman 

Office Administrator 

Abowitz, Timberlake & 

Dahnke, P.C. 

dla@abowitzlaw.com 

President-Elect 

Rebecca Adams 

Legal Administrator 

Durbin Larimore &  

Bialick, P.C. 

radams@dlb.net 

Treasurer 

Suzy Klepac 

Office Manager 

Sweet Law, PLC 

suzy@sweetlawfirm.com 

Secretary 

Bette Bialis 

Office Administrator 

Goolsby Proctor Heefner 

& Gibbs, P.C. 

bbialis@gphglaw.com 

Past President 

Velinda Goss 

Office Manager 

Pierce Couch Hendrick-

son Baysinger & Green, 

L.L.P.  

vgoss@piercecouch.com  
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Mutala joins Gum Puckett & Mackechnie of counsel 
Brian Mutala joined Gum Puckett & Mackechnie of counsel in April, 2016.  

 

Hubbard made partner at Sweet Law 
Naureen Hubbard has been made partner at Oklahoma City –based Sweet Law. Hubbard graduate from Tulane Univer-

sity where she earned her Bachelor of Arts in English. Thereafter, she received her Juris Doctorate from the Oklahoma 

City University School of Law. While in law school and after graduation, she specialized in medical malpractice de-

fense. She then spent eight years practicing general insurance defense before transitioning back into medical malprac-

tice. She has tried numerous civil cases throughout the State of Oklahoma. Hubbard serves on the Casady School Alum-

ni Board and the Executive Committee of the Robert J. Turner American Inn of Court. Hubbard resides in Edmond, Ok-

lahoma with her husband, Jeff, and their daughter. 

 

Evans joins Sweet Law of counsel 
Kyle Evans joins Sweet Law of counsel, where he will handle business litigation, medical malpractice defense, and in-

surance law. Kyle received his Juris Doctorate with honors from the University of Oklahoma College of Law in 2008. 

Following law school, Kyle served as a Judicial Law Clerk to the Honorable James H. Payne in the United States Dis-

trict Court for the Eastern and Northern Districts of Oklahoma. Kyle has been named an Oklahoma Super Lawyers Ris-

ing Star for 2012, 2013, 2014, and 2015. Kyle is a graduate of Leadership Oklahoma City’s LOYAL Class VI.  
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MANDATORY WORKPLACE UPDATES 

FSLA and  POLYGRAPH PROTECTION ACT (Effective date: July 2016) - The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), 
aka Minimum Wage, notice has been revised based on upcoming changes to the rules. Among other minor 
revisions are three major revisions. First, the new notice advises that nursing mothers who are subject to 
the overtime requirements of the FLSA be provided reasonable break time to express breast milk and a 
place to do so, other than a bathroom, which is shielded from view and free from intrusion by coworkers or 
the public. Second, the enforcement provisions have been significantly revised explaining additional penal-
ties for violations of the law. Third, the new notice addresses the misclassificaion of workers as 
"independent contractors" when they should be considered employees under the law. 

On the federal front, 2016 will be The Polygraph Protection Act notice has also been revised. There is a new 
QR Code and other cosmetic changes. Despite the lack of significance of these changes, the Department is 
deeming it a mandatory update. 

You can order your updated poster from Business and Legal Resources at www.blr.com. 

http://www.blr.com
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Member Spotlight: Danita Jones 
Danita Jones is the Legal Administrator for Chubbuck, Duncan & Robey, 

P.C., where she has been for five years. She joined the ALA in 2013 and 

enjoys the learning opportunities that it provides. Danita enjoys spending 

time with her husband and two children, Aaliyah (7) and Carter (1) and 

eating caramel-flavored ice cream! 

Have you ever met anyone famous? 

I have met many of the OKC Thunder players, but my favorite has got to be 

Kendrick Perkins (believe it or not).  He is actually one of the most friendly and 

down to earth people that I know and doesn’t shy away from speaking to kids and taking pictures. 

What was your first car? 

I have a sister that is one year older than me and we bought our first car together which was a 2002  sil-

ver Chevy Camaro. I was only 16 and didn’t have my license yet so I got a bonus chauffeur (my sis-

ter).  Good investment! 

What was your first job? 

My first job was at a country convenient store called IB’s that sold everything from gas to pizza and bar-b-

que.   

What’s your favorite home cooked meal? 

My favorite home cooked meal would have to be either my sister’s enchiladas or my husband’s smoked ribs 

and baked mac & cheese. 

What would your high school classmates remember you for? 

My high school classmates would remember me for being athletic and for doing well academically.  I was the 

cool kid that actually liked to sit at the front of the class. 

What is your strongest talent? 

I am very loving and like making people laugh.   

If you were stranded on a desert island, what is the one item you couldn’t live without? 

A yacht with my family, gas, and food on it. Let’s just say I wouldn’t be stranded. 

What color of clothing do you most like to wear? 

I always seem to like wearing black, brown, and gray (natural colors).    

What is your favorite reading material? 

The Bible. 
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What Makes a Great Boss? 
By Bev McElroy 

 
I have been in the working force since 1972. I have worked for and with just about 
every type of person that exists. I believe that several types of people exist. Lazy, 
industrious, fun, mean, kind, dominating, sweet, smart, not-so-smart, caring, uncar-
ing, selfish, selfless—you name it, I have met them. There always seemed to be one 
person who always wanted to cause trouble for their peers, bosses, associates, and 
sometimes even for themselves, just to get noticed. I have never understood this 
person. Why would anyone want to cause trouble for others? What good does that 
do anyone and especially for the company? I have always told people that if they 
don’t like working somewhere, they need to leave and make themselves happy somewhere else, because it 
certainly doesn’t seem to be at their current company. 
 
There is, I believe, a basic concept for supervising and working with those people who work for you. It is ex-
actly the same concept as working with peers. Treat others with respect and practice the Golden Rule, or 
maybe even the Platinum Rule, which is do unto others as they would like you to do for them. If you do not 
discriminate between the workers, I think you will find that they will return the favor and treat you farily and 
respectfully. I know that not all will return the favor, but if you truly work hard to be fair in the workplace, 
there are rewards. 
 
I am probably not the best person for disciplining people, however, I do enjoy rewarding those who work 
hard and who are honest and fair.  We will all meet many people in our lives. All of them will have some de-
gree of importance and all will in some way influence our lifein one way or another. I have learned so much 
from those in the workplace, who do the tasks of housekeeping, cleaning, maintenance, and tasks that may 
not seem important, but they most certainly are. Be good to these people. Treat them with respect and tell 
them “thank you” for their work. We may not pay them, but we certainly need them. 
 
Once, a young boy went into an ice cream parlor and he asked the waitress, “How much is the sundae?” She 
replied, “50 cents.” The boy paused for just a moment and then asked her, “How much is just the plain ice 
cream?” The waitress, who had other to wait on, abruptly replied, “35 
cents.” The little boy told her he would take the plain ic cream. The 
waitress brought it to him and after he left, she went to the table to 
pick up his bowl, while tears came to her eyes. She saw that he had left 
the leftover 15 cents for her as a tip. He had chosen the plain ice cream 
so that he could leave her a tip. Maybe, we need to leave others some-
thing left over in our lives to show appreciation and to help them on 
their journey in the working world. 
 
Bev McElroy is the Administrator at Gum Puckett Mackechnie, LLP. She 
is a lifetime member of the ALA. 
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COMMUNICATION STYLES—PART FIVE: Expressive 
By Cami McLaren 

 
In November, we started our journey through the Styles of Communication framework 
and I introduced a way to discern which style is which.  The purpose of this exercise is 
to determine the style a particular person may be so you can communicate most effec-
tively with them.  Of course, it helps if you know your own style. 
In February, we looked at the characteristics (non-verbal behaviors) of the Analytical 
style and in April, we looked at the Driving communication style.  June was our month 
to look at the Amiable communicator.  Today we address the final style – the Expres-

sive. 
You will recall that we are working with a chart that has as its vertical axis the spectrum of sociability and as 
its horizontal axis the spectrum of dominance so that the various communication styles look like this: 

      
Analyticals and Drivers are similar in being “above” the line on the sociability continuum.  This means that 
they have in common the tendency to be socially and emotionally more reserved than the other two styles.  
The main distinction between Expressives and the Analyticals/Drivers is that Expressives are “below the 
line.”  This means they appear in their non-verbal behavior to be more emotionally and socially outgoing.   
Expressives and Drivers are both on the right side of the chart.  As such both tend to be more dominant than 
Amiables/Analyticals.  They tend to be more directive in their speech (“Let’s sit here” versus “Where do you 
want to sit?”).  They tend to speak up and voice their opinions in a group or in conversation.  
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Expressives are the opposite of Analyticals in most ways. 
Expressive Behavioral Traits  
In general, under relationship tension (typically in new situations or in groups) the Expressive: 
 

 is more likely to speak up  

 leads more through enthusiasm and persuasion, rather than control 
 is more likely to show emotion  

 is more likely to talk about people and tell stories as a mode of communication than to talk about 
facts or data 

 may be undisciplined or lack follow through 

 is great at seeing the vision, but less adept at creating a plan to reach that vision 
 

I say “in general” because there is a spectrum of dominant to yielding (the horizontal axis) and a spectrum of 
socially outgoing to reserved (the vertical axis), and different Expressives will have more or less of each of 
these characteristics.   
 
While all styles value both tasks (getting the job done) and relationships, there is a distinction in the display 
of non-verbal behaviors.  Amiables and Expressives “lead with” relationship types of inquiries and activities 
in order to achieve the tasks whereas Drivers and Analyticals “lead with” task types of inquiries and activities 
in order to improve relationships.  The main distinction is whether the style puts relationships or tasks first.  
They do not typically value one and not the other. 
 
It is useful to remember that the characteristics I have listed above are (1) behaviors; and (2) the way that 
certain behaviors are interpreted.  Because these are not personality traits, one can learn to shift or change 
one’s behaviors by bringing conscious attention to them.  How different people act in newer situations will 
differ based on their communication styles.  And their nonverbal behavior may cause you to interpret them 
one way or another.  Importantly, your interpretation may or may not line up with the person’s actual inten-
tion. 
 
For example, the expressive person may come into a networking meeting intending to meet and connect 
with people to develop future relationships. She will likely act in a way that makes some people want to de-
velop relationship with her and others not.  Examples: leaning in; speaking frequently and sometimes a little 
louder than the other styles, often about herself; being entertaining and emotive; maintaining eye contact; 
showing enthusiasm about the person and about the situation.  Expressive non-verbal behaviors are often 
interpreted as “big.”  They tend to be loud, life-of-the-party types. 
 
Expressives then, can be interpreted in two different ways: large, fun, enthusiastic; or overbearing, domi-
neering and self-centered.  Often it is the very same non-verbal behaviors that will give rise to the two differ-
ent interpretations.  And often the two different interpretations have to do with WHO is doing the inter-
preting.  Analyticals are more likely to interpret Expressives as overbearing, for example. 
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It is useful to know three things: 
 

1. If you yourself have an Expressive communication style, people may experience you as overbearing or self-
centered.  This does not mean that is how you ARE.  It is something to be aware of so that you can change 
your non-verbal communication behaviors in order to communicate more effectively with certain people. 
 

2. If you are dealing with an Expressive communication style, know that just because they act this way does 
not mean they do not care about other people or will not take the important tasks seriously. 
 

3. Finally, these behaviors can be seen as a way to discern which communication style you are dealing with.   
 

Knowing which style you are dealing with will help you when you decide how to best communicate with the 
person. 
 

As a side note, when there is less relationship tension, the Expressive may be quiet and listen closely.  It is 
important to separate one’s behavior under stress from one’s actual intention.  It is also useful to observe 
behaviors under tension (new situations) in order to discern communication style.  One’s behavior at home, 
for example, does not necessarily give us the appropriate information to determine communication style. 
 
Case Study 
 
Ellie is an Expressive communicator.  She is relational, has a lot of friends at work and creates an atmosphere 
of excitement and fun.  At the same time, she can seem uninterested in certain projects (those that are not 
exciting to her) and overly talkative especially to those who may want to get down to business and don’t 
care to discuss personal issues at work.  Different people respond to her in different ways.  Drivers may be 
frustrated by her desire to discuss personal issues and her seeming unwillingness to complete “boring” tasks.  
Analyticals may wish that she would talk less about her personal life, be quieter, less disruptive and more 
serious.  Amiables may wish that she would listen more and show more of an interest in them and their ide-
as rather than talk about herself and her own ideas.  Most people feel though, that if clients need to be ener-
gized and “sold” on the excitement of the product or service, there is no one more qualified for the job than 
Ellie.  She is the top salesperson in the company. 
 
Ellie gets things done if she is excited about the project.  She is most motivated to complete a project and 
well, if she enjoys it and feels she will achieve personal recognition for doing it. 
 
One of the best ways to build a trusting relationship with Ellie is to lead off with personal inquiry, to show 
interest in her ideas and be very acknowledging of her contribution.  She is happy when the work is exciting 
and fun.  She is the best person to hold the “big picture” vision, but not the best person for the details. 
 
How to Best Communicate with the Expressive Style 
Here’s what we have learned from Ellie.  If you are communicating with an expressive style, you should know 
that their main concerns are excitement and big picture/vision.  As such: 

 Focus on future success of the project more than “how to” get there 
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 Do encourage commitment to a plan, though, or the Expressive may not commit on her own 
 Seek their input and ideas 
 Allow them to take credit for ideas and successes 
 Help them see an exciting real life end goal rather than talking about abstract concepts 
 Engage their collaboration and ownership rather than directing them 

Do not: 
 Be arbitrary or directive 
 Be boring and fact-driven 
 Get too caught up in the details 
 Focus too much on the current reality 
 Stick too tightly to a formal agenda 

 
To motivate an Expressive style, 

 Show them that their efforts will be recognized 
 Help them to feel excited 

 
Areas of Growth for the Expressive Communicator 
If you are an Expressive communicator, below are some steps you can take to stretch yourself and make it 
easier for others to communicate with you. 
One thing that can be said about any style is that it is a comfort zone.  Even if you wish your behavior was 
different, it is still a place where you are comfortable.  As such, to expand and become more flexible, you will 
want to try some behaviors that are outside your comfort zone. 
For example, you can improve relationship communication by keeping records of what is important to you – 
so you can focus on details and make sure nothing slips through the cracks.  In general, if you are an Expres-
sive, your stretch-point will be to: 
 

 Talk less 
 Make decisions based on solid evidence 
 Acknowledge others’ opinions 
 Listen without interrupting 
 Allow others to take the lead 

               
Cami McLaren coaches attorneys to practice in a way that leads to greater productivity and balance.  Contact her and 

learn more by visiting her website at www.mclarencoaching.com or email Cami@mclarencoaching.com. 

http://www.mclarencoaching.com
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Keeping Partners Informed with Key Performance Indicators (KPI)  
By Jay Erdman, CPA 

Principal of Rippe & Kingston 
 

No matter a firm’s size, it must be able to identify and achieve its organizational goals to succeed in 
today’s competitive Legal Marketplace. Key Performance Indicators (KPI) play an integral role in that 
success.   Size doesn’t matter. Start thinking BIG!! 
 
Knowing how and when to measure and benchmark a firm's KPI against industry trends and best 
practices will help modify and improve the firm's performance. However, it’s not enough to simply 

track KPI. It is also vital to report your findings in a format that management can understand. 
For the purpose of this article, KPI are simplified into Basic, Intermediate, and Advanced statistics. Keep in mind that KPIs are not 
always one line percentage stats and can also include supplemental reports that require further analysis. KPIs are statistics that 
are expressed as numbers or a per-
centage that can be compared 
against a like statistic. They can also 
be a reporting that requires the user 
to analyze the elements of the re-
port to reach a conclusion. 
Individual statistics is a third KPI that 
is just as important. Firm statistics 
don’t improve unless individual sta-
tistics improve. Therefore, everyone 
has KPIs to follow. 
 
So, where should your Firm start?  
There is a multitude of KPI statistics 
& reports available, way too many to 
effectively manage all of them at 
once. Choose the ones that are most 
relevant to the Firm and its culture, 
and grow over time. Remember that 
it is best for the Firm to measure 
improvement against the Firm’s past 
performance. Use that measurement 
to develop goals. Then, measure 
against the goals and provide objec-
tive measurements against other enti-
ties in the same industry. While it can be effective to supplement the Firm’s strategy with industry knowledge, make sure the Firm 
is competing with itself, rather than attempting to keep up with the Jones.’ 
 

Basic 
 
Asset Management 
Beginning with the basics of Asset Management, start by tracking Unbilled Time, Unbilled Cost, and Accounts Receivable with Ag-
ing (aging periods set up relevant to the Firm). Knowing the dollar value and yearly variance of these statistics is essential to un-
derstanding the rudimentary financials of your Firm. 
 
Production Statistics 
Production Statistics at the Basic level involves having Month to Date and Year to Date data, such as Billable Time hours, Total 
Time Dollars Billed, Total Cost Dollars Billed, Write ups/Write downs, etc. at your fingertips. Beginning to follow the trends of that 

Framework of KPI 
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data is important and is a good starting point to evaluate your Firm’s progress over time.  
 
Financial Statements 
Basic Financial Statements, such as the Comparative Income Statement, are also an effective method to assess any improvement. 
Again, the Firm should compete with itself and strive to be better than the previous year. 
 

Intermediate 
 
Practice Development 
Easing into the Intermediate level of KPI, the notion of Practice Development comes into play. By tracking opened files by client, 
you can ensure that clients are initiating new matters, growing your practice.   
 
Resource Management 
Time has to be worked in order to be billed and collected. Resource Management at an intermediate level is about understanding 
the attorneys’ time.   
Timekeepers should know their expectations and be reminded of them often. Each attorney should be held accountable and have 
daily, monthly, and annual billable goals. When individual statistics improve, Firm statistics improve. 
 
Asset Management 
Overseeing credit limits is an important part of Intermediate Asset Management. Start by requiring originating attorneys to think 
about a new client’s ability to pay by implementing credit limits as a “Best Practice” initiative. Closely monitor clients at or above 
(e.g., 80%) of their limit. 
  
Understanding your inventory calculations is extremely important. 

 Inventory turn is Annual Billable Time ($) divided by Unbilled Time Inventory ($). 

 Average Days in Inventory is Unbilled Time ($) divided by Average Daily Billable Time ($). 

 Accounts Receivable Turn is Annual Fees billed ($) by Average Accounts Receivable ($). 

 Average Days in Accounts Receivable is Accounts Receivable ($) divided by Average Day Fees ($) Billed. 
 

Note: Average Daily Billable Time ($) is Annual Billable Dollars divided by Working Days of Year (i.e., 252). Average Day Fees 
Billed is Fees Billed divided by Working Days of Year. 
 
Production Statistics 
Intermediate Production Statistics involve Utilization and Capacity Analysis, which addresses attorney performance.  Capacity 
Analysis (by Working Attorney or Practice Group) is calculated by YTD Billable Hours divided by Budget Hours.   
Rate Assessment, or Rate Audit, is also an important facet to Production Statistics.  Knowing how many days has elapsed between 
time entry date and rate start date can alert the Firm to refresh rates accordingly. 
 
Understanding Write-off Analysis can be helpful in understanding the Firm’s Production Statistics as well.  Asking the right ques-
tions might be helpful.  For instance, were the Write offs due to Client rates less than Firm Standard rates? Were Write offs in the 
billing process for time or cost? Were they due to A/R adjustments? 
 
Financial Statements 
Budgeting is an essential part of the financial planning process. Therefore, Financial Statements comparing actual to budget 
(forecasts) should be part of monthly reporting. 
 

Advanced 
 
Practice Development 
In the Advanced level, Practice Development should be analyzed further. Understanding the current year’s revenue identified by 
the year the clients were landed (i.e., Client/Matter Open Date) can provide a clear measurement of how well you are refilling 
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your client “rain bucket”. 
A Cross-Selling Report identifies a client’s interaction with the Practice Groups that a Firm could offer. A client typically becomes a 
client because they are seeking a solution to a problem. Over time, a client should be sold other services by other Practice Groups 
within the Firm.   
Client/Matter minding is extremely important, as client relationships are the foundation of the Firm. If there are clients that have 
not been contacted in the last 180 days (evidenced by the lack of time entry), attorneys should be aware and taking action. 
 
Resource Management 
Advanced Resource Management is about effectively matching billable resources to billable projects, as well as comparing and 
analyzing the team’s billable hours against its budgeted billable hours.  
Similar to Cross-Selling Reports, a Cross-Working Report (Billable Time and Write Up/Downs) can shed light on how groups interact 
in solving clients’ problems. 
 
Asset Management 
At an Advanced level of Asset Management and Production Statistics, Operational Statistics Analysis with FTE Equivalents can be-
come important. They can provide comparability between periods as census statistics grow or shrink. 
Production Statistics also involves Write Off Analysis and Write Up/Down Reasons. Reason codes are helpful, so that data can be 
identified and analyzed more easily. Understanding where all write-offs occur (discounted rates, written off time entries, written 
off cost entries, invoice discounts, AR adjustments, etc.) can help close those gaps and increase Partner profits. 
 
Financial Statements 
Financial Statements at an advanced level can provide key operating statistics presented per FTE Equivalents. This will assist in 
tracking the Firm’s expenses at evolving levels of billable resources (size).  
 
Profitability 
Profitability Analysis is an Accounting allocation process, which measures the gross and net contribution to the Firm’s profits of a 
given revenue stream. It involves identifying revenue streams, identifying direct costs, identifying indirect/overhead costs, and 
applying direct and indirect cost to revenue. Understanding the gross and net contribution to Partner profits by product line (Area 
of Law), Originating Attorney (who sells the product), Client (who buys the product), Billing Attorney (who manages the product 
delivery), and Working Attorney (who does the work) is an important management tool. 
Determine at which level the Firm should begin its evaluation of KPI – Basic, Intermediate, or Advanced. Choose the KPI that are 
most pertinent to your Firm and develop as time progresses.  Again, think BIG! 
               
Jay Erdman, CPA, a Principal in Rippe & Kingston, LLC, consults with a large number of Law Firms across the country on a range of 
topics including Partner development and Financial Management issues.  He has spoken at local, regional, and national ALA and 
ABA events.  
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How to Have A Personnel Peace of Mind 
By Kim Neese 

 
What’s the old saying? You never get a second chance to make a first impression. When 
it comes to finding the right staff for your law firm that is doubly true. The culture and 
workflow of your firm, from what attorneys want out of their assistants to who greets 
important clients at the front desk, has been built over years. 
 
Fortunately, so has Terry Neese Personnel. After decades of creating great relationships 
with legal professionals in the Oklahoma City area, Neese Personnel would like to draw 
on that experience and share some of the basic - and tricky - questions about finding great workers for your 
office. 

 
Q: First things first, why is working with a 
staffing company better than just hiring some-
one ourselves? 
A: With Neese Personnel, our hope is that our 
clients can focus on providing great legal ser-
vices, while we can provide the expertise, pro-
cess and peace of mind that comes from quality 
job placements. Our relationship with the legal 
profession goes back decades. And, as you may 
know, sometimes hiring can be a messy and 
frustrating process. We can take that off your 
hands. 

 
Q: Why should my law firm connect with a local personnel company that has experience with the legal 
field rather than a big national company? 
A: Culture matters! When Neese Personnel is hired to assist a law firm, our team ensures that we know not 
just the ins-and-outs of the job duties, but the nuances of the office setting, other employees and the attor-
neys themselves. What kind of fit is someone looking for in a legal assistant? Do you need someone with a 
skill set that a particular attorney finds most important? This kind of knowledge and attention to detail can 
be the difference between an employee who can become an important fixture in a legal office and someone 
who is an odd fit from day one. Also, since we work exclusively in the Oklahoma City metro area, we know 
OKC’s workforce, business community and its work culture. We can meet with a client and get a real feel for 
their workspace instead of just being a voice on the other end of the phone or someone who sends you an 
email. 
 
Q: What process works best in determining a personnel placement that works and one that may not? 
A: Just as in the legal profession, what works the best in our business is getting to know someone across a 
table, eye-to-eye. At Neese Personnel, we sit down with every potential job candidate and talk through their 
resume - how did they work, where did they work. While other staffing companies might use a digital algo-
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rithm of some sort to pull candidates out with specific words or past roles, Neese wants to learn about can-
didates’ soft skills.  Knowing how a candidate carries themselves and reacts to questions can be meaningful 
to how they perform later. That system and our track record speaks for itself -  Neese Personnel screens and 
interviews hundreds of applicants a month and has been doing so for decades. We have a refined process 
which makes placing the right person in the right position that much smoother for our clients.  
 
 
Q: How does a quality placement impact efficiency at a law firm? 
A: According to the website Law360.com, delegating duties to support personnel can be the difference be-
tween a well-run office and a distracted one. Says the website, “Lawyers who fail to delegate dilute their 
work product, harm efficiency, and provide poor service to their clients. Further, simply allocating 10 percent 
of your work to someone else to compensate for overstretching doesn’t improve the situation. In doing so, 
you fail to put your own skills — and those of the people around you — to optimal use. Delegation should be 
determined less by volume and more by work type — this means the difference between shallow change 
and true innovation.” 
 
Q: What are the different types of placements available from a personnel company for a law firm? 
A: Neese Personnel provides Payroll services, Temporary and Temporary-to-Hire (TTH) personnel, and can-

didates available for Direct Hire. Many clients prefer the TTH option because of the “extended interview” 
they are able to have with the employee before bringing them on permanently. 
 

Q:  Isn’t it complicated to payroll the new employee? 
A: Not for us. Payroll management is simple, personal, and covers all state and federal withholdings on the 
employees’ paycheck.  Many clients see this as a benefit during the TTH period. The temporary period allows 
them to have this handled while they have the security of seeing the new employee at work making sure it’s 
a fit before hiring them permanently.   
 
Q: What do firms which have worked with Neese Personnel have to say? 
A: Members of our team recently had a discussion with an Oklahoma City legal administrator who said that 
she knows Neese Personnel, knows us to be professional and quick-to-respond. She sees us as reliable and 
trustworthy.  
 
Another legal administrator we work with said the primary reason she uses our agency is because we vet 
candidates for her, which saves her time and money. She knows that we’ll conduct interviews and check ref-
erences. Our services are valuable and our judgment is reliable. 
 
Work with Neese Personnel as a trusted business partner and experience what clients have trusted since 
1975.  Call us today at 942-8551 and visit www.TNeesePersonnel.com to read our blog for the latest industry 
trends. 
 
Terry Neese Personnel was established in 1975. Kim Neese is the President and Owner. 

http://www.TNeesePersonnel.com
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The Importance of a Forensic Readiness Plan 
By Blaine Stephens 

 
Most of us understand that in the course of operations, organizations generate a lot of digital data 
records, whether they are created by individual workstations, servers, databases, firewalls, email sys-
tems, or IDS/IPS systems. At any point, you may be asked to disclose some of these records, or these 
records may become evidence that you need to have analyzed. 
The tendency in these situations is to be reactive, waiting for an incident to occur and then trying to 
handle it and carry out investigations by gathering evidence after the fact. This almost always results 
in a disruption of operations, alteration or loss of evidence, and mishandled data. 

A Forensic Readiness Plan helps to avoid those headaches. 
 A Forensic Readiness Plan is a set of policies laid out by an organization to acquire and preserve evidence before an investigation 
begins or a disclosure request is sent. This plan can sometimes even be enacted during the incident. The goal of such a plan is 
threefold: 

 To put your organization in a position to gather admissible evidence legally while minimizing opera-
tional interruptions caused by an investigation. 

 To help you target potential crimes and disputes that could negatively impact your organization. 

 To allow investigations to proceed at costs proportional to the actual incident or disclosure request. 
 

In a nutshell, the purpose is to save time and money by anticipating and mitigating incidents beforehand.  
 

Implementing a Forensic Readiness Plan 

Forensic Readiness sounds great in theory, but what does implementing a Forensic Readiness Plan look like? Before implementa-
tion, there are a few key questions and considerations that you need to answer internally.  
First, identify the basic needs and requirements for your organization. These needs can vary greatly from organization to organiza-
tion. The size of your organization, the mix of available resources, and the level of risk tolerance all play a big part in determining 
the makeup of your specific plan. This isn’t one size fits all. 
From there, ask whether or not a legal team should be involved in the planning process. A lot of incidents involve the violation of 
specific laws, and involving people with a deeper understanding of those laws will form a more comprehensive and effective plan.  
Third, establish the forensic resources to be used in your plan. These resources can include both internal individuals or external 
resources on retention to help prepare your environment and assist with incidents. 
Finally, the finer points of the plan can be determined. In some cases, a review or establishment an acceptable computer user 
policy for your organization may be required. It may also entail a thorough review of current infrastructure items, such as IT data 
retention policies and group policies as well as application and device log settings to ensure those are configured to capture rele-
vant information before the fact. 

The Key Is Commitment 

Though all the considerations above are crucial to a successful Forensic Readiness Plan, the most important step an organization 
can take is committing themselves to creating and properly documenting some methodology or set of procedures. Organizations 
that wait until an incident occurs to make these decisions can really find themselves at a disadvantage in any number of legal situ-
ations.  
 
It’s likely safe to assume that most companies today are well aware of the importance of having Disaster Recovery Plans and Busi-
ness Continuity Plans, and many of you probably have those in place.  Hopefully, this information sheds some light on the im-
portance of having, or at least putting some consideration into having, a Forensic Readiness Plan in place, as well.  
 
If ever you need advice on how to formulate a Forensic Readiness Plan for your organization, don’t hesitate to reach out to us at 
InterWorks at www.interworks.com. We’d be happy to assist. 
 
Blaine Stephens is the Manager of Strategic Accounts for InterWorks. 

http://www.interworks.com
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BIRTHDAYS 

Kath Corken—Aug 1 

Geri Marak—Aug 2 

Michelle Munda—Aug 5 

Kara Mitchell—Aug 6 

Julie Montgomery—Aug17 

Elaine McPheeters—Sept 10 

Cathy Collins—Sept  21 

Chris Leigh—Sept 25 

 

Editorial Note: Last issue, Randy Ry-
bicki’s birthdate was incorrectly listed. 
His birthday falls on July 29th, not July 

2nd. 
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A Note From Our Editor 

By Suzy Klepac 

 

Thank you to our Business Partners who contributed to this 

issue of The Connection. As members of the Oklahoma City 

Chapter, it is important that we consider the value of our 

Business Partners. As our firms’ needs are constantly shifting and changing, we 

take comfort knowing that a Business Partner who has knowledge and expertise 

in the area that we are lacking is just a phone call away. These relationships lead 

to a better management of our firms, and also to lasting friendships. Our Busi-

ness Partners rely on us for recommendations and references, just as we rely on 

them for the same. 

 

I would encourage you to reach out to our ALA Business Partners when you have 

a need arise in your firm. Take a look at our Business Partners on the next page 

and call some of them to find out how they can help you. Just as they offer us 

their continued support, we also need to offer them our continued support by 

making them our first choice when we are in a bind, switching vendors, or have 

a new situation that calls for a brand new product in the office. 

 

And don’t forget, come and support our Business Partners at our Business Part-

ner Appreciation Event on August 4, 2016 from 5:30—7:00 p.m. at Abuelo’s in 

Bricktown. Take time to thank our Business Partners for their dedication to our 

Association! 

 

To submit a topic suggestion, question, article, photo, 

or story to the Association of Legal Administrators Ok-

lahoma City Chapter newsletter, please contact: 

 

Suzy Klepac 

ALA OKC Newsletter Editor 

suzy@sweetlawfirm.com 

 

 

Your contribution is greatly  

appreciated! 




